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Lauren and I first read Age of Opportunity almost fifteen years ago, and it 
served as a foundation for how we have tried to parent. Through the peaks 
and valleys of raising our three kids, we came back to this resource several 
times. I couldn’t be more excited about this revised and expanded version.

—Matt Chandler, Lead Pastor, The Village Church, Flower Mound, 
Texas; President, Acts 29 Network; Coauthor, Family Discipleship: 
Leading Your Home through Time, Moments, and Milestones

Paul David Tripp transforms the paradigm for parenting teenagers from 
one of fear and low expectations to one of hope and meaning. Parents often 
forget the character of God and the power of the gospel and consequently 
view the teenage years as a season to be survived and endured. Although 
raising teens has its unique challenges, Tripp reveals how remembering 
who Jesus is and believing in the gospel enables us to embrace this time 
as a hopeful, constructive opportunity with our kids. This is a game- 
changing book for parents of teens.

—Cameron Cole, Founder, Rooted; Author, Therefore I Have Hope: 
12 Truths That Comfort, Sustain, and Redeem in Tragedy; Coeditor,  
Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry: A Practical Guide

This is a heartbreaking time for teens: suicide, depression, anxiety, FOMO, 
the transgender movement, isolation, and hopelessness are rife, making 
these difficult years even harder. This makes me that much more thankful 
for Paul Tripp’s work in Age of Opportunity. In the wide world of books 
about parenting, there are only a few that don’t push a doomed prosperity 
gospel (“Do it our way and your kids will be great!”); Paul’s updated classic 
work offers the one hope for parents and teens: the life, death, and resur-
rection of Jesus. I’m eternally thankful for Paul and his heart to guide and 
encourage parents.

—Elyse Fitzpatrick, Author, Give Them Grace: Dazzling Your Kids with 
the Love of Jesus

Age of Opportunity has had a tremendous impact on my parenting, so 
I’m incredibly excited about this new, updated version. Paul has so help-
fully applied his understanding of the gospel and the human heart to our 
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personal walk with Jesus, our marriages, and our ministries—I am excited 
to see his application of the gospel to the parenting of teens made acces-
sible to a new generation. Age of Opportunity avoids a formulaic how-to 
approach to rearing children and instead shows how to apply the gospel 
to the unique spiritual struggles of your child’s heart. For many parents, 
the teen years feel like a wilderness. This book will give you a compass to 
guide you. Though I have read dozens of parenting books, two or three 
have profoundly reshaped my whole approach. Age of Opportunity is one 
of those. You’ll love it and pass it to a friend.

—J.D. Greear, Pastor, The Summit Church, Durham, North Carolina

We need this fundamentally hopeful book about parenting teens. The 
hope in this book is not grounded in practical helps—although Tripp 
offers many. The hope in this book is not distant from the battles; it shines 
in the dark. The hope is grounded in the God who sent his Son to save us. 
Parents of teens, take up and read—and hope!

—Kathleen Nielson, Author, Prayers of a Parent Series; Speaker

Far too many parents enter their kids’ teenage years with fear and cyni-
cism, hoping merely to survive. But what if you viewed parenting not as 
a season to survive but as a golden age of opportunity? Every parent of a 
teen should read Paul Tripp’s book. It will transform your perspective on 
parenting.

—Deepak Reju, Pastor of Biblical Counseling and Family Ministry, 
Capitol Hill Baptist Church, Washington, DC; Author, Rescue Plan: 
Charting a Course to Restore Prisoners of Pornography and Preparing 
for Fatherhood
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To Luella

You have been
my best friend, teacher, and example.

In many ways you have taught me
what parenting is all about.

Thank you; your contribution
is greater than you will ever know.
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1

Age of Opportunity  
or Season for Survival?

It is everywhere around us—in movies and shows, in magazines on 
supermarket racks, on talk shows and podcasts, and yes, even in a num-
ber of Christian books on the family. Parents are afraid of their teenagers. 
Even as they are enjoying the early years of a child’s life, they are looking 
over their shoulders with dread, expecting the worst, knowing that in a 
few short years this precious little one will turn into a monster overnight. 
They’ve heard enough stories from parents who have gone through the 
dark valley of the teen years to know what dangers lie ahead. They are told 
to expect the worst and to be thankful if they come out of the valley sane, 
with their teenager alive and their family intact.

I encountered this view of the teen years recently at a marriage con-
ference. It had been a great weekend in all ways. The teaching had been 
engaging, convicting, and encouraging. The food and accommodations 
had been superb, and the conference had been held in a beautiful seaside 
location. Near the end of the weekend, I was looking out at the sun glis-
tening on the waters of the bay when I noticed a couple sitting nearby. 
They looked very unhappy.
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I was curious, so I asked them if they had enjoyed the weekend. Every-
thing had been great, they replied. I commented that they didn’t look very 
happy. The woman responded, “We have two teenagers, and we are dread-
ing going home. We wish this weekend would last forever!”

“You just have to expect your teenager to be rebellious; all of us were,” 
her husband added. “You just have to ride it out.”

“Besides,” she moaned, “you can’t argue with hormones!”
I walked away impressed that something is fundamentally wrong with 

the way we think about this time in a child’s life. Something is inherently 
wrong with the cultural epidemic of fear and cynicism about our teenag-
ers. Something is wrong when a parent’s highest goal is survival. We need 
to take another look: Is this a biblical view of this period in a child’s life? 
Does this view lead to biblical strategies of parenting and biblical hope?

We need to examine what is wrong with the cynicism about teenagers 
that is endemic in our culture.

A Biological View of Teens

We often talk about our teenagers as if they were nothing more than 
collections of raging, rebel hormones encased in developing skin. We see 
our goal as somehow holding these hormones back so that we can survive 
until our teens are teens no longer. A parent recently rejoiced to me that 
her son had turned twenty, as if he had passed through some magic portal 
from danger into safety. “We made it!” she said.

This survival mentality exposes the poverty of this view of teenagers. 
Many parents who talk to me about their teenagers talk without hope; 
they see them as victims of hormones that drive them to do crazy things. 
Although they would never say this, the working theology that hides 
behind this view is that the truths of Scripture, the power of the gospel, 
biblical communication, and godly relationship are no match for the teen 
years. Yes, we believe that God’s Word is powerful and effective—except if 
some poor soul is trying to apply it to a child between the years of thirteen 
and nineteen! We now even have a category of children called “preteen.” 
These are the years when the monstrous characteristics of the teenagers 
begin to develop and rear their ugly heads.
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Are we comfortable with a view of teenagers that says that because of 
the significant biological changes going on inside them, they are essen-
tially unreachable? Are we comfortable with a hormonal view of teens that 
reduces them to victims of biological forces, freeing them from responsi-
bility for their own choices and actions? Do we really want a view of teens 
that would have us believe that the truths that give life and hope to any-
one who believes cannot reach a teenager? We cannot hold on to a robust 
belief in the power of the gospel if we continue to buy into our culture’s 
cynicism about the teen years.

Particular Sacrifice and Suffering?

In 2 Timothy 2:22, Paul exhorts Timothy to “flee youthful passions.” 
This interesting little phrase calls us to be balanced in the ways we think 
about teenagers and tdefine this time of life. On the one hand, the Bible 
challenges us not to be naive about this period of life. There are passions, 
or lusts, that uniquely plague young people—temptations that are particu-
larly powerful. These must be faced. Scripture enjoins us to be strategic, to 
ask the question, “What passions grip a person during this phase of life?”

On the other hand, Paul uses the qualifier “youthful” because each 
phase of life has its own set of temptations. The temptations of the little 
boy, the young man, and the old man are not identical. The temptations 
of the teenager are not particularly savage and severe. Each person who 
seeks to please the Lord at each time in his or her life must watch, pray, 
stand fast, and fight lest he or she fall into temptation. The teenager is 
called to guard against the temptations that are unique to youth, while the 
older person is called to guard against the temptations unique to that age. 
Each person, whatever his or her age, must accept each stage of warfare as 
a Christian living in this fallen world 

Battle of Biology or Battle of the Heart?

The 2 Timothy passage is also helpful in the way it locates and defines 
the battle of youth. There is a battle raging in the lives of young people, but 
it is not the battle of biology. It is an intensely spiritual battle, a battle for 
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the heart. This is exactly what Paul wants us to be aware of as he exhorts 
Timothy not to let his heart be controlled by his passions. This battle is not 
unique to teens. It takes a certain shape during the teen years, but it is the 
battle of every sinner.

The tendency of every sinner, no matter what his age, is captured well 
by Paul in Romans 1:25: the tendency to exchange worship and service of 
the Creator for the worship and service of the created thing. Yes, it’s there 
in the life of the teenager who forsakes his convictions for the approval of 
his peers, but it is just as powerfully present in the adult who compromises 
family and spiritual priorities for professional success. The battle, as Paul 
understands it, is a heart battle, and it is dramatically important because 
what controls the heart will direct the life.

There are significant temptations of the heart that greet teenagers, 
calling them to believe that they cannot live without some aspect of the 
creation. These voices call them to believe that identity, meaning, and pur-
pose can be found in the creature rather than the Creator. These are the life- 
altering conflicts of the teen years. We dare not miss them because of our 
biologically oriented fears and our survival mentality. We must believe 
that Jesus came so that we would be freed from the desires of our sinful 
nature in order that we might serve him and him alone. This includes our 
teenagers.

The Struggles of Parents

The tumult of the teen years is not only about the attitudes and actions 
of teens but about the thoughts, desires, attitudes, and actions of parents 
as well. The teen years are hard for us because they tend to bring out the 
worst in us. It is in these years that parents hear themselves saying things 
that they never thought they would say. Parents find themselves reacting 
with accusations, guilt manipulation, and ultimatums, responding with a 
level of anger that they would not have thought possible. It is in these years 
that parents struggle with embarrassment at being related to the teen who 
was once, as a child, a great source of pride and joy.

It is vital for us to confess that the struggle of the teen years is not only 
about teen biology and teen rebellion. These years are hard for us because 
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they expose the wrong thoughts and desires of our own hearts. There is 
a principle here that we need to recognize. As my mother said, “There is 
nothing that comes out of a drunk that was not there in the beginning,” 
and the same is true for parents! These years are hard for us because they 
rip back the curtain and expose us. This is why trials are so difficult, yet 
so useful in God’s hands. We don’t radically change in a moment of trial. 
No, trials expose what we have always been. Trials reveal things to which 
we would have otherwise been blind. So, too, the teen years expose our 
self-righteousness, our impatience, our unforgiving spirit, our lack of ser-
vant love, the weakness of our faith, and our craving for comfort and ease.

Why We Miss the Opportunities

I sat recently in my office with a father who was so angry at his son 
that it was all he could do to be civil. He did not see the tremendous spir-
itual needs in his son that he had been uniquely positioned by God to 
meet. There was no tenderness in their relationship; there wasn’t even cor-
diality. There was tense distance.

At one point the father rose to speak to his son about his report card. 
He walked to his son’s chair, stuck the failing report card in his face, and 
said, “How dare you do this to me after all I have done for you!” To him, 
the bad grades were a personal affront. This was not the way he thought 
it was supposed to work. He had done his job; now the son was supposed 
to do his. He was angry at his son, but not because of his son’s sin against 
God. He was angry because his son had taken things away from him that 
he valued very much: his reputation as a successful Christian father, the 
respect he thought he deserved, and the ease he thought he would finally 
achieve with older children.

This father had no attitude of ministry, no sense of opportunity, no 
quest to be part of what God was doing in the life of his son. Instead, he 
was filled with the anger described in James 4:2: “You covet and cannot 
obtain.”

The cultural cynicism we have been discussing is based on who we 
think teenagers are and what we think they are going through. We tend to 
believe that there is little we can do to make these years more productive. 
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Rather, the culture says, we need to come up with positive strategies of 
survival that preserve our sanity as parents and the stability of our mar-
riages and that keep our teenagers out of as much self-inflicted danger as 
possible.

However, it is my experience that when parents begin to recognize, 
own, confess, and turn from their own wrong heart attitudes and the 
wrong actions that flow from them, the result is a marked difference in 
their relationship to their teens and in the way they view the struggles of 
the teen years. When we look with concerned eyes toward the teen years, 
we need to look not only at our children but also at ourselves. Parents who 
are humbly willing to change position themselves to be God’s instruments 
of change.

A Better Way

It is time for us to reject the wholesale cynicism of our culture regard-
ing adolescence. Rather than years of undirected and unproductive strug-
gle, these are years of unprecedented opportunity. They are the golden age 
of parenting, when you begin to reap all the seeds you have sown in your 
child’s life, when you can help your teenager to internalize truth and pre-
pare him or her for a productive, God-honoring life as an adult.

These are the years of penetrating questions, the years of wonderful 
discussions never before possible. These are the years of failure and strug-
gle that put the teen’s true heart on the table. These are the years of daily 
ministry and great opportunity.

These are not years merely to be survived! They are to be approached 
with a sense of hope and of mission. Almost every day brings a new 
opportunity to enter the life of your teen with help, hope, and truth. We 
should not resign ourselves to an increasingly distant relationship. This is 
the time to connect with our children as never before. These are years of 
great opportunity.

That is what this book is about. It is a book of opportunity and hope. 
It is time for us to come out of the bunkers of cynicism and fear and into 
the light, examining the plan God has for us as we parent our teenagers. 
This is a book about activity, goals, and practical strategies. This is a book 
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that believes that the truths of Scripture apply as powerfully to teens as 
they do to anyone else.

At the same time, this book will not be naive. The teen years are often 
cataclysmic years of conflict, struggle, and grief. They are years of new 
temptations, of trial and testing. Yet these very struggles, conflicts, trials, 
and tests are what produce such wonderful parental opportunities.

Recognizing God’s Moments of Change

It was a wintry Tuesday night. I had had counseling appointments all 
day and had taught for three hours in the evening. I was driving home 
at about ten o’clock, dreaming about an hour or so of relaxation before I 
hit the bed. I silently hoped that for some inexplicable reason, the whole 
family had gone to sleep at nine o’clock. Or, if they had not gone to bed, 
I hoped that they would instinctively know that I was tired and not to 
be disturbed. I reasoned that I had served God faithfully that day. Surely 
God would agree that I had the right to punch out from life! I dreamed 
of an empty family room, a well-iced Diet Coke, the newspaper, and 
the remote control. I was totally exhausted, and I had a right to relax. 
(You can see that I was approaching the house with a selfless attitude  
of ministry!)

I quietly opened the door in the vain hope that I could sneak in unno-
ticed. The living room lights were out, and the house was quiet. I was filled 
with hope. Maybe my dreams had come true and I would have an evening 
all to myself!

I had only put one foot in the door when I heard an angry voice. My 
heart sank! It was the voice of Ethan, my teenage son. I wanted to act as if 
I hadn’t heard it. My disappointment gave way to anger. I wanted to grab 
Ethan and say, “Don’t you know what my day has been like? Don’t you 
know how tired I am? The last thing I need right now is to deal with your 
problems. You’re going to have to solve this one yourself. I wish for once 
you’d think of somebody besides yourself. I do and do for you, and this is 
the thanks I get. You can’t leave me alone one night?”

All these thoughts raged within me, but I didn’t say a word. I listened 
to Ethan as he poured out his complaint. He was as angry as he had ever 
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been at his older brother. He was cursing the fact that he had an older 
brother who seemed to do nothing but “trash his life.” It was after ten. The 
issue that started this thing was petty. 

I was tempted to tell him to get a grip and deal with it, but another 
agenda gripped me. Here was one of those unexpected moments of oppor-
tunity, one of those mundane moments ordained by a loving and sover-
eign God in which my teenager’s heart was being exposed. It was more 
than an Ethan and Dad moment. This was God’s moment, a dynamic 
moment of redemption in which God was continuing the work of rescue 
he had begun years ago in my son. The only question in the moment was 
whether I would pursue God’s agenda or my own. Would I believe the 
gospel in that moment, trusting God to give me what I needed so that I 
could do what he was calling me to do in my son’s life?

I asked Ethan to sit down at the dining room table and tell me what 
was going on. He was hurt and angry. His heart was on the table. We 
talked through his anger, and he became ready to listen. A petty argument 
with his brother had opened the door to discussing things that were far 
from petty. God gave me strength and patience. He filled my mouth with 
the right things to say. Ethan saw himself in new ways that night and con-
fessed to things that he had never before recognized.

It was approaching midnight when I said good night to Ethan. We 
hugged and went to bed. What had first appeared to be an irritating 
moment had in fact been a wonderful opportunity of ministry, ordained 
by a God of love. It became very clear that God wasn’t only working to 
change Ethan; he was working to change me as well. The selfishness of 
my heart had been revealed that evening, the same selfishness that causes 
parents to lash out in anger at the very teens who need them. My need of 
Christ, too, had been exposed. There was no way I could function as his 
instrument without his strength.

Little Moments, High Calling

I chose to write about this moment because it was one of those unre-
markable moments that happen not only daily but many times a day. Each 
of these moments is loaded with opportunity. There are many, many more 
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of these moments than the dramatic moments of adolescence—moments 
involving sex, drugs, and violence—that get so much press. None of us 
lives constantly in the grand moments of significant decision; there aren’t 
many of them in life. No, we live in the world of the mundane. This is 
where we need to see our teenagers with eyes of opportunity rather than 
eyes of dread and fear.

The argument over the last Pop-Tart, the cry of “nothing to wear” a 
half hour before school, the report card crumpled in the pocket of jeans 
heading for the wash, the pouting expression in the face of a parent’s “No,” 
the third fender bender in a month, the constant words of discontent, 
the “everybody else does” and the “I’m the only one whose parents make 
them . . .”—all must be seen as something more than hassles that get in 
the way of an otherwise enjoyable life. These are the moments God made 
parents for. You are God’s agent on the watch. You have been given an 
incredibly high calling. You are God’s instrument of help and preparation 
as your child makes his or her final steps out of the home and into God’s 
world. These moments make your life worthwhile. Here you will make 
a contribution that is worth infinitely more than any career or financial 
accomplishment.

Recognizing the Opportunities

The more I lived with my own teenage children, watched their peers, 
and interacted with other parents of teenagers, the more I became con-
vinced that this is a time of unbridled opportunity. It is not a time to head 
for the bunkers! It is not a time to dread worst-case scenarios of total 
domestic chaos. This is not a time to accept a culturally dictated “gener-
ation gap.” This is a time to jump into the battle and move toward your 
teenager. It is a time for engagement, interaction, discussion, and commit-
ted relationship. This is not a time to let a teenager hide his doubts, fears, 
and failures but a time to pursue, love, encourage, teach, forgive, confess, 
and accept. It is a wonderful time.

My wife and I have never had more of a sense of calling than during 
the years in which we parented our teenagers. We laughed, cried, dis-
cussed, and prayed with our teens. We struggled for them and with them. 
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We saw failure and trial as opportunity. We did not always respond in 
faith, and we needed to confess our own sin, but it was a wonderful period 
of family life. We were so happy to be doing what we were doing. We saw 
the glory of God being revealed in the midst of our own feeble efforts and 
weak faith.

There are three fundamental, God-given doors of opportunity that 
every parent of teens can walk through. Each of these problems becomes 
a means of helping a teenager to internalize the truths to which he or she 
has been exposed for years. The problems of teenage insecurity, teenage 
rebellion, and the teenager’s widening world are actually unique points for 
parents to access the central issues in their teenagers’ lives.

Teenage Insecurity
Teenagers are not secure people! The teenager who seems secure at 

breakfast can easily fall apart by supper. The teenager who goes to bed 
thinking she looks okay awakes, looks in the mirror before breakfast, and 
becomes convinced that her head is too large for her body. The teenager 
who is secure because he thinks he finally understands enough of the rules 
to be thought of as a quasi-normal humanoid is convinced he is a terminal 
social misfit because of an embarrassing moment at a party.

Our son Ethan was about fifteen when he came in one afternoon obvi-
ously discouraged. I asked him what was wrong. He told me that every 
day, people made fun of him on the way to or from school. He said, “I see 
them looking at me and talking and laughing.” It was a tough period for 
him. He was rapidly growing. He was unsure of himself, his body, and his 
looks. He was in that limbo land between boy and man, and he projected 
his insecurity to everyone around him. This time of physical insecurity 
provided many opportunities for us to listen to him and offer him love, 
encouragement, and the gospel.

The teenager is flooded with questions during this period. Who am 
I? Do I look okay? Why is life so confusing? Will I ever remember all the 
rules? What is right, and what is wrong? Who is right, and who is wrong? 
What is happening to my body? What am I going to do with my life? Will 
I be a success or a failure? Do people really like me? Am I normal? Is my 
family normal? Is God for real?
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The world of physical appearance, the world of relationships, the 
world of ideas, the world of responsibilities, and the world of the future 
all are scary and uncertain to the teenager. It is this reality that makes this 
time such an age of opportunity. In the midst of these questions, signif-
icant biblical themes can be discussed, such as the doctrine of creation, 
fear of man, God’s sovereignty, the nature of truth, identity in Christ, and 
spiritual warfare and temptation, to mention a few. In the context of daily 
insecurities, we have an opportunity to help the teen make conceptual the-
ology into functional, life-shaping theology. Each of the questions above 
provides an opportunity to discuss, test, experience, apply, and internalize 
important biblical truths.

Teenage Rebellion
The stories of gross and flagrant rebellion are one of the reasons that 

parents fear the teen years. The thought that the once-precious child will 
turn into the leader of the violent neighborhood gang is the parent’s worst 
nightmare. We have to reevaluate our expectation of automatic teen rebel-
lion. At the same time, we have to recognize that this is an age when chil-
dren push at the boundaries, temptation abounds, and peer relationships 
do not always encourage right behavior.

We received one of those dreaded calls one Sunday afternoon. A 
mother in our church told us that our son had not stayed at her house 
overnight as we had thought. Our son had asked her son to cover for him, 
but her son was conscience-stricken and went to her for help. She called 
us. We were afraid and disappointed. For a moment we gave in to worst-
case scenarios. How many more lies had he told? Were we living with a 
son we did not know? At the same time, we were deeply thankful for the 
Lord’s rescuing mercy. We questioned our son, and he confessed. It was a 
watershed moment of choosing whom he would serve. We left the room 
so thankful that an event that we hoped would never happen had, in God’s 
plan of mercy, taken place.

Certain desires make the teenager susceptible to the temptation to 
rebel: the desire to be an individual and think for oneself, the desire for 
freedom, the desire to try new things, the desire to test the boundaries, the 
desire for control, the desire to make one’s own decisions, the desire to be 
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different, the desire to fit in, and the desire to be accepted. These, with a 
host of other desires, all fueled by the autonomy and self-centeredness of 
the sin nature, can surely lead the teenager astray.

At the same time, these struggles of rebellion and submission become 
the context in which another set of critical biblical issues can be discussed, 
applied, and internalized. Biblical truths having to do with authority, sow-
ing and reaping, truth and falsehood, wisdom and foolishness, law and 
grace, confession, repentance, forgiveness, and the nature and function 
of the heart all get put on the table. Parents with eyes of opportunity will 
have many, many openings to deal with central issues of biblical faith in 
the lives of their teenagers.

A Teenager’s Widening World
One of the frightening things for parents and a source of insecurity 

for their teenagers is the sudden explosion of the teen’s world. This world 
is not always exciting to the teenager. Sometimes it seems scary and over-
whelming. Sometimes the teen is alive with the joy of discovery, and other 
times he is shy and avoidant. Sometimes he enjoys being a teenager, while 
at other times he seems afraid of the new expectations laid on him.

There is no stopping the widening of his world. It is a world of new 
friends, new locations, new opportunities and responsibilities, new thoughts, 
new plans, new freedoms, new temptations, new feelings, new experiences, 
and new discoveries. All the joys and insecurities of this widening world 
provide opportunities to help your teenager really understand and per-
sonally internalize fundamental truths. These include the sovereignty and 
providence of God, the ever-present help of the Lord, biblical relationships, 
spiritual warfare, discipline, self-control, contentment, faithfulness, trust-
worthiness, the body of Christ, the world, the flesh, and the devil, respon-
sibility and accountability, biblical priorities, discovery and stewardship of 
gifts, and many other biblical truths and principles. That’s quite a list! But 
this widening world provides wonderful opportunities for parents to pre-
pare their teenagers for effective and productive lives in God’s world.

The place to begin as we build a biblical understanding of parenting our 
teenagers is to reject the dark, foreboding cynicism of our culture. Yes, the 
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teen years are years of change, insecurity, and tumult, yet these are the 
very things that God uses to bring truth to light in the eyes of our children. 
If we are to be his instruments, we must deal with our own idolatry and 
bring a robust biblical faith to each rocky moment—a faith that believes 
that God rules over all things for our sake, that he is an ever-present help 
in trouble, that he is at work in every situation to accomplish his redemp-
tive purpose, and that his Word is powerful, active, and effective.

We do not want to be driven into bunkers of survival by our teenagers’ 
insecurity, rebellion, and widening world. Rather, we want to take Paul’s 
call to Timothy as God’s agenda for our work with our teens. “Preach the 
word; be ready in season and out of season; reprove, rebuke, and exhort, 
with complete patience and teaching” (2 Tim. 4:2). We want to approach 
these important years with hope—not hope in our teenagers or hope in 
ourselves, but hope in God who is able to do more than anything we could 
ever ask or imagine as we seize the opportunities he places in our paths. We 
want to approach these years with a sense of purpose and a sense of calling.

When people ask you what you do, say, “I am the parent of a teenager. 
It is the most important job I have ever had. Everything else I do for a 
living is secondary.” Then say, “You know, I have never had a job that is so 
exciting! I have never had a job that is so full of opportunities. Every day 
I am needed. Every day I do things that are important, worthwhile, and 
lasting. I wouldn’t give up this job for anything!”

Questions for Reflection and Discussion

 1. Where have you recently seen or heard a negative stereotype about 
a teenager? Have you contributed to this cultural cynicism in some 
way, even if only privately? How can you encourage other parents 
of teenagers to be hopeful about this season?

 2. Reflect on your adolescence and biological developments as a teen-
ager. Were these years difficult for you physically, emotionally, or 
socially? How can remembering this help you to have sympathy for 
your child?

 3. What recent challenge has your teenager experienced that created 
difficulty for your teenager and for you? Was your reaction to view 
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this as a frustrating interruption to your comfort or as a valuable 
opportunity? 

 4. In what ways is your teenager insecure? How can you comfort and 
encourage your teenager in his or her insecurities and remind your 
teenager of his or her identity as a child of God?

 5. How has your teenager rebelled recently? What motivation might 
have been behind the rebellion? What can you do to address the 
deeper motivation instead of only the surface behavior? 

 6. In what ways do you, as an adult, still rebel against your heavenly 
Father? Are you more like your rebellious teenager than you wish 
to admit? Consider the progress that could be made if you con-
fessed your rebellion against God to your teenager.

 7. What in your life is competing with God’s call to be an invested 
parent of a teenager? Where might you need to reevaluate your 
priorities, schedule, or finances to make the most of this God-given 
opportunity?
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